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Vapir specializes in the revolutionary technol-
ogy of digital vaporization. The process of 
vaporization extracts all of the therapeutically 
beneficial compounds from choice herbs and 
flowers into a vapor cloud. Vapor can be 
safely inhaled without irritation or negative 

which results in carcinogens and other harm -
ful compounds entering your lungs. We’ve 
mastered the craft of Digital Vaporization to 
ensure absolute flavor, incredible potency, 
and unrivaled freshness with every vapor 
cloud.

Our mission is to deliver the ultimate digital 
aromatherapy experience. We are committed 
to the development, production and perfec -
tion of world-class vaporizers at a price point 

revolutionize the field of vaporization all while 
providing the best-in-class customer support 
and service to our patrons.

We love our customers and we strive to be the 
best at what we do.



PRIMA 01 /15

Item No.:

Colors:

Body Material:

Chamber Material:

Vapor Path Material:

Battery:

Weight:

Warranty:

9250600B

Brushed Aluminum

Lead-Free Brass + Ceramic Plate

Stainless Steel

Removable Lithium-ion

163 gr

5-Year Standard Warranty (2-Year for Battery)

Described as one of the finest quality vaporizers on the market, the 

Prima is definitely a must-have if you are aiming to enjoy an incredible 

vapor quality no matter where you are. It is 4.7 inches long featuring a 

removable mouthpiece, with a heating chamber on the end that is 

perfect for oil extracts and dry herbs. 

The flawless aluminum body and comfortable design make the Prima 

easier to handle than other products. Prima features a stainless steel 

pathway located between the mouthpiece and the chamber that does an 

excellent job of cooling down the vapor each time you vape. For a clean 

tasting vape the Prima features a removable pathway so you can wash it 

out thoroughly.



Battery Charger
SKU #9250611

Cleaning Tool
SKU #9250616

Plug Brush
SKU #9250615

Power Supply
SKU #9250612

Cap Sleeve
SKU #9250619

Mesh Screen
SKU #9250614

Cap Screen
SKU #9250613

Scoop
SKU #9250106

02 /15PRIMA INCLUDED IN THE BOX 



03 /15PRIMA ACCESSORIES 

Power Kit (SKU# 9250650)

Direct Power Supply

Direct Adapter plugs right into your unit 
which can be used with either a Power 
Supply or a Car Adapter.

Direct Adapter12V Car Adapter



04 /15PRIMA ACCESSORIES (cont.)  

Prima Glass Bubbler (SKU# 9250660)

smoking, many users find using a water-filtration system greatly 

significantly cool down and moisturize the vapor before inhalation for a 
pleasant and refreshing taste.



Take advantage of carrying your Prima 
and all accessories on-the-go, in a nice 
elegant hard case.

05 /15PRIMA ACCESSORIES (cont.) 

Carrying Case (SKU# 9250711)





VAPIRRISE 2 .0

Item No.:

Available Colors:

Chamber Material:

Vapor Path Material:

Weight:

Warranty:

9250528 (110VAC) / 9250530 (220VAC)

One-Color (Gunmetal + Silver)

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

539 gr

2-Year Standard Warranty

VapirRise 2.0 is a premium convection/conduction vaporizer.  This highly regarded 

desktop model  an exceptional approach to the at-home vaporization experience.  

The Rise  fully customizable temperature and control of the fan speed (ten 

options including fan-less setting!).

Accessories allow users to pick between a balloon, multi-user hoses, and a water attach -

ment (called Bubbler) that provides a refreshing vapor experience!

The VapirRise2.0 is the culmination of responsive design and intuitive functionality.  

This is the most customizable vaporizer on the market.
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Oil Chamber
SKU #9250517

 Oil Pad
SKU #9250543 Adapter

SKU #9250506
Hot Grabber

SKU #9250518

Multi-User
SKU #9250525

Single-User
SKU #9250523

Chamber
SKU #9250540

Power Cord
SKU #9250502

Balloon (3 pcs)
SKU #9250537

Cleaning Brush

08 /15VAPIRRISE 2.0 INCLUDED IN THE BOX 

SKU #9250110

X-Tip Mouthpiece (4 pcs)
SKU  #9250203

40” Silicon Tube (2 pcs)
SKU #9250524



09 /15VAPIRRISE 2.0 OPERATES FOR: 

Balloon
Inflation

Multi User
Inhalation



VapirRise Glass Bubbler (SKU# 9250544)

10 /15VAPIRRISE 2.0 ACCESSORIES

-
native to smoking, many users find using a water-filtration 

Passing vapor through a water source, can significantly 
cool down and moisturize the vapor before inhalation for 
a pleasant and refreshing taste.





NO2.V2

Item No.:

Colors:

Chamber Material:

Battery:

Weight:

Warranty:

9250114B

Black

Lead-Free Brass

Removable Lithium-ion

226 gr

1-Year Standard Warranty

The flavor of your chosen herb depends on the temperature. If the temperature is too high, 

you will be inhaling a taste similar to burnt leaves. When too low, it wouldn’t have much of a 

taste at all.

With the NO2.V2 you can depending on your personal preferences, choose the temperature 

which you think best suits your chosen herb. It is designed for use with numerous 

herbs and heats up to your preferred set temperature in mere moments. The temperature is 

clearly displayed on an LCD in Celsius or Fahrenheit for your vaping convenience.
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Mesh Screens (3 pcs)
SKU #9250101

Li-ion Battery
SKU #9250103

Power Supply
SKU #9250104

Cleaning Brush
SKU #9250110

Cleaning Stick (2 pcs)
SKU #9250301

X-Tip Mouthpiece
SKU #9250203

Tube
SKU #9250302

Scoop
SKU #9250106
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14 /15NO2.V2 ACCESSORIES 

Li-ion Battery Wall Charger 12V Car Charger
SKU #9250103 SKU #9250102SKU #9250104
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